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 2This paper studies elementary transcendental equations of the type z q pz q
. t z nq e q rz s 0, where p, q, r g R, t , p ) 0, q G 0, r / 0, n s 0, 1, 2. We are
mainly interested in the case n s 0 for which a characterization of stability is
accomplished; that is, we state a necessary and sufficient condition for all the roots
to lie to the left of the imaginary axis. Also a characterization of stability
independent of delays is given. Sufficient conditions for instability are stated for
the cases n s 1, 2. The proofs are carried by elementary arguments independent of
usual tools. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 z.We are concerned with transcendental equations of the type P z, e s
 .0, where P x, y is a polynomial in x and y. These equations were
w xsystematically studied by Pontryagin 6 , extending an earlier work of
ÏCebotarev. The analysis on how their roots locate with respect to the
imaginary axis is an old problem that, besides being important by itself,
plays a role in the study of asymptotic behavior in the theory of delay
differential equations. On the basis of that, there is a natural interest in
 z.determining the stability of P z, e s 0, that is, when all of its roots have
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negative real parts. The ingredients usually involved to handle questions of
this nature are classical results on zeros of analytic functions, such as
Hurwitz' Theorem or Rouche's Theorem and Pontryagin's monograph.Â
w xAlso Bellman and Cooke's book 2 is a widely cited reference in this
subject. It devotes its thirteenth chapter to applications of Pontryagin's
results in regard to stability theory of delay differential equations. There is
 .a special interest in low degrees of P x, y motivated by applications.
In the setting of these equations this paper treats a specialization
discussed in Bellman and Cooke's book in its Section 13.8, named ``An
 2 . z nImportant Equation.'' There the equation z q pz q q e q rz s 0, with
p, q, r g R, p ) 0, q G 0, r / 0 and n a positive integer or zero, is treated
with respect to its stability. The case n s 0, which appears quite often in
the literature of delay differential equations is our main concern here.
w xThis case is also the main concern of Section 13.8 of 2 . Our approach can
be adopted even in the cases n s 1 and n s 2, but except for particular
equations, the analysis becomes considerably more complicated to lead to
simple general results like Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We accomplish sufficient
conditions for instability in these cases.
We do not focus on the cases n G 3 because in this circumstance the
 .corresponding polynomial P x, y has no principal term and, in this case,
 z.it is known that the equation P z, e s 0 has infinitely many roots with
w x w xarbitrarily large positive real parts. See 2 or 6 , for instance. The lower
 . z w xdegree case z q p e q q s 0 is studied by Hayes 5 . For this equation, a
more complete analysis including the question of stability independent of
w xdelays is given by Hale and Lunel in 4 , based on a Liapunov functional
for the corresponding delay equation.
The main results are stated in the Section 2. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
 2 . zcharacterize the equations z q pz q q e q r s 0 having all roots to the
w xleft of the imaginary axis. They have the same goal of Theorem 13.9 of 2 ,
but our statements are simpler and our proofs, based only in elementary
arguments, are completely independent of Pontryagin's results. Indeed,
w xProfessor Cooke communicated to us in person that Theorem 13.9 of 2
contains some mistakes, so that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are a new character-
ization of stability for the equations under consideration. Section 2 ends
with Theorem 2.4, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the
 2 . t zequation z q pz q q e q r s 0 to be stable and the stability to be
independent of the delay. That is, for any t ) 0, all the roots of the
equation have negative real part.
In Section 3 we investigate the cases n s 1 and n s 2. The same
approach of Section 2 is applied to get sufficient conditions for instability.
Section 4 gives some applications. We use Theorem 2.1 to simplify a
result related to a problem of nonlinear oscillations theory: a damped
nonlinear oscillator, with a time delay in the restoring force. See Section
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w x w x11.6 of 4 , for instance. Also Cooke and Grossman 3 investigate this
model in regard to stability switches. Finally, we apply Theorem 2.1 in the
investigation of stability of the characteristic equation of the linear part of
a system of two delay differential equations near equilibria.
2. AN IMPORTANT EQUATION
The complex function H is given by
H z s z 2 q pz q q e z q r , 2.1 .  . .
where p, q, r g R, p ) 0, q G 0, r / 0. Thus the case n s 0 of the
 .equation we wish to study is H z s 0.
 .  2 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let the 2-¨ectors ¨ b s pb, q y b , w b s
 .cos b, sin b , b G 0, be gi¨ en. If r ) 0, a necessary and sufficient condition
 .for all roots of the equation H z s 0 to ha¨e negati¨ e real part is that the
 .  . `   . .orthogonality condition ¨ b ? w b s 0, with b g D 2kp , 2k q 1 p ,ks0
<  . <implies ¨ b ) r.
Proof. Let us denote z s a q bi. There is no loss of generality in
 .restricting the proof to the case b G 0 since H z s H z , where z .
denotes the complex conjugate to z.
 .  .  .  .If H z s F z q iG z , the equation H z s 0 is equivalent to the
system
2 2 aF z s a q pa q q y b cos b y 2 a q p b sin b e q r s 0, .  . .
2.2 .
2 2 aG z s a q pa q q y b sin b q 2 a q p b cos b e s 0, .  . .
or, in a vector form,
a 2 2e 2 ab, a q pa q pb, q y b ? ysin b , cos b s yr , . .  .
2.3 .
2 22 ab, a q pa q pb, q y b ? cos b , sin b s 0. . .  .
H  .  .  .  2 .Defining w b s sin b, ycos b , u a, b s 2 ab, a q pa , the system
 .2.3 reduces to the single vector equation:
a Hn a, b [ e u a, b q ¨ b s rw b . 2.4 .  .  .  .  .
 .For each fixed a G 0, the vector n a, b describes clockwise an un-
H  .bounded arc of parabola in the jh-plane, while w b describes counter-
clockwise the unit circle, as b G 0 increases. Thus, in each interval
  . .  .2kp , 2k q 1 p , k s 0, 1, . . . , there exists precisely one number, b a ,k
  .. H   ..for which n a, b a is a positive multiple of w b a . Moreover, thek k
  ..  .  .condition n a, b a ? w b s 0 holds only if b s b a , k s 0, 1, . . . . Fork k
 .   ..each nonnegative integer k, b a depends continuously on a, and a, b ak k
 . <   .. <satisfies Eq. 2.4 if, and only if, n a, b a s r.k
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Let us prove the necessity.
 .  .Suppose R z - 0 for all roots of H z s 0, and assume temporarily
the condition stated in the theorem is false. Therefore, for some integer
 .   . .  .k G 0, the number b s b 0 g 2kp , 2k q 1 p , such that ¨ b is ak k k
 . H  . <  . <multiple positive of w b , must satisfy ¨ b F r.k k
<  . <  .  . H  .If ¨ b s r, b must satisfy 2.4 with a s 0, that is, ¨ b s rw bk k k k
 .and, therefore, z s ib is a pure imaginary root of H z s 0, a contradic-k
tion.
<  . <It remains to consider the case ¨ b - r. Under this hypothesis thek
 .circle of radius r determines a bounded arc, to which ¨ b belongs, on thek
 .branch of parabola ¨ b , b G 0.
<   .. <   ..Since lim n a, b a s `, the continuity of n a, b a implies thereaª` k k
<   .. <exists a positive number a in such a way that n a , b a s r. This0 0 k 0
  ..  .  .implies a , b a satisfies Eq. 2.4 and, therefore, z s a q ib a is a0 k 0 0 k 0
 .root of H z s 0 to the right of the imaginary axis, a contradiction. Thus,
the condition is necessary.
Let us prove now the sufficiency by showing that if there exists a root z
 .  . `  of H z s 0 such that R z G 0, then for some b g D 2kp , 2k qks0
. .  .  . <  . <1 p , with ¨ b ? w b s 0, we have 0 - ¨ b F r.
Ä  .Suppose z s a q ib is a root of H z s 0, with a G 0. Notice that forÄ Ä Ä
 .  .any root z s a q ib of H z s 0, with a G 0, according to Eq. 2.4 we
<  .  . <have u a, b q ¨ b F r. Therefore, if z s a q ib varies in the set of
 .roots of H z s 0 with nonnegative real part, its imaginary part b is
bounded. The boundedness of b implies that z can be choosen in such aÄ
way that a is minimum keeping the property of z.Ä Ä
Ä   . .Let k G 0 such that b g 2kp , 2k q 1 p . For each a, 0 - a F a, letÄ
 .   . .b a as defined before, that is, a number b g 2kp , 2k q 1 p such thatk
  .. H   ..n a, b a is a multiple of w b a . For each a, 0 - a - a, consider theÄk k
 .number r s r a ) 0 defined by
n a, b a s r w H b a . 2.5 .  .  . .  .k k
From the minimality of a, it follows that r / r.Ä
We claim that r - r.
In fact, for any a ) 0 an elementary calculation gives
­ 222 2 a 2 2 2< <n a, b s 2 e 2 a q p b q a q pa q q y b .  .  .
­ a
2 a 2 2 2q e 4 2 a q p b q 2 2 a q p a q pa q q y b .  .  .
2 2 a 2< <s 2 n a, b q e 2 a q p b .  .
2q 2 a q p a q pa q q ) 0. .  .
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Ä Ä<  . < <  . <Therefore, if 0 - a - a we can assure that n a, b - n a, b s r, thatÄ Ä
Ä .is, n a, b lies inside the circle of radius r with center in the origin,
 .  .according to Fig. 1. If a point Q s j , h / 0, yr belongs to the circle of
radius r with center in the origin, we denote by l the length of the arc ofQ
 .this circle from 0, yr to Q in the counterclockwise sense. Suppose for a
  .. H   ..   ..while the alignment of n a, b a and w b a occurs with n a, b ak k k
outside the circle of radius r with center in the origin, that is, r s
Ä Ä<   .. <  .  .n a, b a G r. Therefore, either b a - b or b a ) b and each ofk k k
these alternatives leads respectively to
l H - l H s l - lÄ Äw r w b a..x w r w b.x n a , b. w rn a , b a..r r xÄk k
or
l - l s l H - l HÄ Äw rn a , b a..r r x n a , b. w r w b.x w r w b a..xÄk k
  .. H   ..and this implies, in both cases, that n a, b a and w b a cannot bek k
 .aligned, which is a contradiction. Therefore, Eq. 2.5 holds with r - r,
  ..that is, n a, b a remains inside the circle of radius r with center in thek
<   .. <origin for any a, 0 - a - a. This gives ¨ b 0 F r and, therefore, theÄ k
sufficiency.
We have an analogous result for the case r - 0:
THEOREM 2.2. If r - 0, keeping the notation of Theorem 2.1, a necessary
 .and sufficient condition for all roots of H z s 0 to ha¨e negati¨ e real part is
 .  . w .that the orthogonality condition ¨ b ? w b s 0, with b g 0, ` _
`   . . <  . <D 2kp , 2k q 1 p , implies ¨ b ) yr.ks0
Ä .FIG. 1. Location of n a, b .
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Proof. In this case we might repeat the steps of the proof of Theorem
< < H  .  .2.1, replacing r by r and introducing w b s ysin b, cos b to play the
H  .  .role of the vector w b in Eq. 2.4 which becomes
a Hn a, b [ e u a, b q ¨ b s yr w b . 2.6 .  .  .  .  .
Since real roots are admissible in this case, some minor additional care is
needed.
For the sufficiency, let us assume the existence of a root z withÄ
 . w .R z G 0. We need to prove that there exists b g 0, ` _Ä
`   . . <  . <D 2kp , 2k q 1 p such that ¨ b F yr. If z s a G 0 is a real root,Ä Äks0
 .  .  . <  . <  .Eq. 2.6 implies n a, 0 s yr 0, 1 which gives ¨ 0 s q F yr. If J zÄ Ä
cannot vanish, the proof of sufficiency is analogous to the case r ) 0.
Doing the proof of necessity by contradiction as in the case r ) 0, in
assuming the failure of the condition stated in the theorem, one needs to
<  . <consider the possibility ¨ 0 F yr or, equivalently, q F yr. This leads to
 .a real root a G 0 of H z s 0, where a is the unique nonnegative solution
a 2 .of e a q pa q q s yr. From this point on the proof follows by the
same arguments of the proof of necessity in the case r ) 0.
Remark 2.3. If r ) 0, the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.1 allow
 .us to estimate the number of roots of H z s 0 with positive real part, by
 .  2 .extending the definition of ¨ b s pb, q y b to all values of b g R.
The number of roots with positive real part coincide with the number
`   . .  .of values of b g R, with "b g D 2kp , 2k q 1 p , such that ¨ b ?ks0
 . <  . <w b s 0 and ¨ b - r. This fact follows directly from the geometric
arguments given in the proof of the necessity of Theorem 2.1. An an-
alogous remark holds for the case r - 0, that is, the number of roots with
positive real part coincide with the number of values of b g R, with
w . `   . .  .  ."b g 0, ` _ D 2kp , 2k q 1 p such that ¨ b ? w b s 0 and 0 -ks0
<  . <¨ b - yr.
 .In order to understand the equation H z s 0 as a characteristic
equation of a linear delay differential equation in its extent generality, a
normalization is presumed to make the delay equal to 1. By ignoring this
fact, the equation should be
z 2 q pz q q et z q r s 0, 2.7 . .
with the same assumptions on p, q, and r, where t ) 0 is the delay. In this
 .setting, it is important to investigate the stability of Eq. 2.7 independently
of the delay. The next theorem gives a complete answer to this question.
 .  2 .THEOREM 2.4. Consider the 2-¨ector ¨ b s pb, q y b , b G 0. A
 .necessary and sufficient condition for Eq. 2.7 to be stable for any t ) 0 is
<  . < <  . <that ¨ b ) r, for any b ) 0, if r ) 0 or ¨ b ) yr, for any b G 0, if
r - 0.
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Proof. Let us suppose r ) 0. After the change of variable z l t z, Eq.
 .2.7 is written in the form
z 2 q t pz q t 2q e z q t 2 r s 0 2.8 . .
 .  2 2 .so that, defining the 2-vector ¨ b s t pb, t q y b , b G 0, and recallingt
 .  .that w b s cos b, sin b , it follows from Theorem 2.1 that all of the roots
 .  .of 2.8 and, therefore, the roots of 2.7 lie to the left of the imaginary axis
`   . .if and only if, for any b g D 2kp , 2k q 1 p ,ks0
< < 2¨ b ? w b s 0 « ¨ b ) t r . 2.9 .  .  .  .t t
 .  .  . 2  .Noticing that ¨ b is parallel to ¨ brt , since ¨ b s t ¨ brt , thet t
 .condition 2.9 can be reformulated as
< <¨ brt ? w b s 0 « ¨ brt ) r . .  .  .
Thus, by the change of parameters b l brt the necessary and sufficient
 .condition for the stability of 2.7 becomes that for any b g
`   . .D 2kprt , 2k q 1 prt ,ks0
< <¨ b ? w t b s 0 « ¨ b ) r . 2.10 .  .  .  .
Let us prove now the assertion of the theorem. The sufficiency is
<  . < < <immediate since if ¨ b ) r for any b G 0, the inequality of the right
 . `   . .side of 2.10 holds for any b g D 2kprt , 2k q 1 prt , for anyks0
t ) 0.
 .To prove the necessity suppose Eq. 2.7 is stable independently of the
 .delay. Therefore, the condition 2.10 holds for any t ) 0. Assuming
Ã Ã<  . <temporarily that there exists b ) 0 such that ¨ b F r, one can adjust
Ã ` Ã Ã  . .  .  .t ) 0 in order that t b g D 2kp , 2k q 1 p and ¨ brt ? w b s 0.ks0
 .This contradicts 2.10 and so the condition is necessary.
In the case r - 0 the proof is carried similarly by using Theorem 2.2
instead of Theorem 2.1.
3. THE CASES n s 1 AND n s 2
The same approach is adequate to examine the cases n s 1 and n s 2.
For the equation
z 2 q pz q q e z q rz s 0 3.1 . .
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we have the following
 .THEOREM 3.1. A sufficient condition for the existence of a root z of 3.1
with nonnegati¨ e real part is that, for some integer k G 0, the unique solution
 .  . .b in 2k q 1r2 p , 2k q 3r2 p ofk
q y b2
tan b s 3.2 .
pb
22 2’satisfies rb G pb q q y b . .  .k k k
 .Proof. Replacing z s a q bi in 3.1 we are lead to the equivalent
system
a 2 2e 2 ab, a q pa q pb, q y b sin b , ycos b s ra, . .  .
3.3 .
a 2 2e 2 ab, a q pa q pb, q y b cos b , sin b s yrb. . .  .
 .Since if z is a root of 3.1 , z also is a root, we again confine ourselves to
Ä .the case b G 0. For any a G 0 the system 3.3 means that z s a q bi is a
 .  .solution of 3.1 if and only if the point of the plane j , h in the parabola
a 2 2 Äw .  .xe 2 ab, a q pa q pb, q y b , corresponding to b s b, has coordinates
Ä . w .  .xra, yrb in the moving coordinates system sin b, ycos b , cos b, sin b .
 .When b G 0 varies, the points ra, yrb describe the spiral
j s r a sin b y b cos b .
g b : 3.4 .  .a  h s yr b sin b q a cos b . .
Ä  .So, in other terms, z s a q bi is a solution of 3.1 if and only if the points
Ä a 2 . w . corresponding to b in the parabola ¨ b s e 2 ab, a q pa q pb, q ya
2 .x  .b and in the spiral 3.4 coincide.
w .When b varies positively in the interval 0, ` , at each complete lap of
 .  .g b on the spiral in the counterclockwise sense, the point ¨ b describesa a
an arc of parabola in the clockwise sense in the semi-plane j G 0.
 .Therefore, at the k th lap there exists a unique value b a ) 0 such thatk
  ..   ..  .¨ b a is a positive multiple of g b a and b a depends continuouslya k a k k
on a.
 .  .  .For a s 0, the is spiral g b j , h s yrb cos b, sin b and the parabola0
 .  .  2 .¨ b is given by j , h s pb, q y b . Let G be the intersection of the0
 .spiral g b and the semi-plane j G 0. In this case, for any integer k G 0,0
 .the point of alignment b s b 0 is reached when b varies positively ink k
 .  . .  .the interval 2k q 1r2 p , 2k q 3r2 p . This is because ¨ b describes0
in the clockwise sense an arc of the parabola in the semi-plane j G 0 while
 .and an entire connected component of G is described by g b in the0
counterclockwise sense.
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 .The condition stated in the theorem says that b s b 0 , that is, thek k
 .  .points in the parabola ¨ b and in the spiral g b are aligned and,0 k 0 k
<   .. < <   .. <furthermore, ¨ b 0 F g b 0 . See Fig. 2. Thus, for small a G 0, the0 k 0 k
  ..  .point ¨ b a belongs to an arc V of the parabola ¨ b determined bya k a a
 .  .  a 2 .the spiral g b . Since the parabola ¨ b dilates with the order O e aa a
 .  .while the spiral g b dilates with the order O a , as a ª `, one sees thata
the arc V collapses as a increases approaching `. Before that, we musta
  ..   ..reach a value a G 0 such that ¨ b a s g b a .Ä Ä Äa k a kÄ Ä
For the equation
z 2 q pz q q e z q rz 2 s 0 3.5 . .
we have the following result
 .THEOREM 3.2. A sufficient condition for the existence of a root z of 3.5
with nonnegati¨ e real part is that, for some integer k G 0, the unique solution
 .  . .b in 2k q 1 p , 2 k q 1 p ofk
q y b2
ycot b s 3.6 .
pb
222 2’satisfies rb G pb q q y b . .  .k k k
FIGURE 2
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A proof can be accomplished by noticing that if z s a q bi, b G 0, then
 .Eq. 3.5 is equivalent to the system
a 2 2 2 2e 2 ab, a q pa q pb, q y b sin b , ycos b s r a y b , .  . .  .
3.7 .
a 2 2e 2 ab, a q pa q pb, q y b cos b , sin b s yrab. . .  .
 . aw 2 .For any a G 0, let us consider the parabola ¨ b s e 2 ab, a q pa qn
 2 .x  .pb, q y b and the spiral g b , described by the points having coordi-a
  2 2 . . w .nates r a y b , y2 rab in the moving coordinate system sin b, ycos b ,
Ä .x  .cos b, sin b . In this setting, the system 3.7 means that z s a q bi is a
Ä .solution of 3.5 if and only if the points corresponding to b s b in the
 .  .parabola ¨ b and in the spiral g b coincide. The proof now follows thea a
 .same steps of the proof of Theorem 3.2 by noticing that the parabola ¨ ba
 a 2 .dilates with the order O e a , while the spiral dilates with the order
 2 .O a , as a ª `.
4. APPLICATIONS
w xIn Section 11.6 of 4 , Hale and Lunel discuss the existence of noncon-
stant periodic solutions of the equation
x t q f x t x t q g x t y 1 s 0, 4.1 .  .  .  .  . .  .È Ç
 .where r G 0, f is continuous, f 0 s yk ) 0, and g is continuous to-
 .gether with its first derivative, g 9 0 s 1.
 .The authors state a Hopf bifurcation for 4.1 , considering k as a
parameter. Besides, they apply an ejective fixed point principle to achieve
an existence theorem for nonconstant periodic solutions, for k greater
than a certain critical value. For that, it is necessary to find out the first
value of k for which the characteristic equation associated to the linear
 .part of Eq. 4.1 ,
l2 y kl q eyl r s 0, 4.2 .
has a pair of roots on the imaginary axis. Their discussion depends in a
w xcrucial way on Theorem A.6 of the Appendix of 4 . We state below
w x  .theorem A.6 of 4 and, since 4.2 is a special case of the equation
 .H z s 0, we may give a simpler proof based on Theorem 2.1.
w x  2 . zTHEOREM 4.1 4, Theorem A.6 . All roots of the equation z q az e q
 .1 s 0 ha¨e negati¨ e real parts if and only if a ) sin z rz , where z is the
unique root of the equation z 2 s cos z , 0 - z - pr2.
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 .  2 . z  .Proof. In this case we have H z s z q az e q 1 and ¨ b s
 2 . `   . . <  . <ab, yb . Let b g D 2kp , 2k q 1 p , then ¨ b F 1 holds only ifks0
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .  .b g 0, 1 ; 0, pr2 . There is a unique b g 0, pr2 , with ¨ b ? w b s 0,
 .so that, by Theorem 2.1, all roots of the H z s 0 have negative real parts
Ã<  . <if and only if ¨ b ) 1.
 . 2Let z g 0, pr2 be the unique root of the equation z s cos z . Since
 .  2 . H  .  .¨ z s az , yz and w z s sin z , cos z lie in the same horizontal
Ã<  . <  .line, a necessary and sufficient condition for ¨ b ) 1 is that ¨ z s
 .az , ycos z lies outside the unit circle. But this is equivalent to az )
sin z .
Remark 4.2. By taking into consideration the delay in the equation of
 2 . t z  .Theorem 4.1, it becomes z q az e q 1 s 0. Since the parabola ¨ b s
 2 .ab, yb passes through the origin, in this case, according to the Theorem
2.4, there is no hope to obtain stability independent of the delays.
w xIn 7 the second author studies the planar delay differential equation
x t s yx t q aF x t y 1 , 4.3 .  .  .  . .Ç
 . 2  .where x s x , x g R , F s F , F is a bounded continuous map from1 2 1 2
R2 into itself, and a ) 0 is a real parameter. Besides some smoothness
 . .  . .condition on F near the origin, with ­ F r­ x 0 , ­ F r­ x 0 / 0, the1 2 2 1
following hypothesis is assumed,
x F x ) 0, x / 0; x F x - 0, x / 0, H1 .  .  .2 1 2 1 2 1
 . .  . .and F is normalized in such a way that ­ F r­ x 0 s y ­ F r­ x 0 s1 2 2 1
1.
w xThe analysis in 7 depends on a certain return map on a closed convex
subset of the phase space. In order to get an ejectivity condition for the
origin, with respect to this map, it is needed to study the location of the
 .zeros of the characteristic equation of the linear part of 4.3 ,
2 2 l 2l q 1 e s ya 4.4 .  .
which, replacing l by zr2, becomes
z 2 q 4 z q 4 e z q 4a 2 s 0. 4.5 .  .
w xAlthough another approach is adopted, the results in 7 contain the
following theorem, which is proved here applying Theorem 2.1:
 .THEOREM 4.3. All roots of Eq. 4.4 ha¨e negati¨ e real parts if and only if
2  .’a - z q 1 , where z g 0, pr2 is uniquely defined by z tan z s 1.
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 .  2 . z 2  .  2 .Proof. If H z s z q 4 z q 4 e q 4a , we have ¨ b s 4b, 4 y b .
w x  .Thus, when b g 0, 2 increases, ¨ b describes an arc of parabola, from
 .  . H  .4, 0 to 0, 8 , while w b varies counterclockwise on the unit circle,
Ã .  .  .from 0, y1 to sin 2, ycos 2 . There is a unique b g pr2, 2 such that
Ã H Ã Ã .  . <  . <¨ b is a positive multiple of w b and ¨ b is minimum among the
 .  .¨ b 's, b G 0, with this alignment property. Therefore, all roots of 4.4 lie
2 Ã<  . <to the left of the imaginary axis if and only if 4a - ¨ b .
Ã H Ã .  .The alignment condition of ¨ b and w b is
Ãb 1Ãcot b s y 4.6 .Ã4 b
2 Ã<  . <and the condition 4a - ¨ b is
2 Ã24a - 4 q b . 4.7 .
2Ã  . ’Replacing b by 2z , Eq. 4.7 becomes a - z q 1 and, by the
Ã  .uniqueness of b, 4.6 leads to z tan z s 1.
 .Considering the equation corresponding to 4.3 with an arbitrary delay
t ) 0, that is,
x t s yx t q aF x t y t , t ) 0, .  .  . .Ç
 .the characteristic equation 4.5 becomes
z 2 q 4 z q 4 et z q 4a 2 s 0, a ) 0. 4.8 .  .
We can state the following result on stability independent of the delay:
 .THEOREM 4.4. Equation 4.8 is stable independently of the delay if and
only if a - 1.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.4, by noticing that in this
case we have
2 2< < < <¨ b s 4b , 4 y b ) 4a for any b ) 0 m a - 1. .  .
w x  .In 1 the authors consider Eq. 4.3 with a slight change in the position of
the parameter a ,
x t s ya x t q aF x t y 1 4.9 .  .  .  . .Ç
assuming one condition further on F,
­ F ­ F1 2y 0 0 s d ) 1. .  .
­ x ­ x2 1
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Now, the characteristic equation of the linear part is
2 2 l 2 2l q a e s yd a 4.10 .  .
and we can state
 .THEOREM 4.5. All roots of Eq. 4.10 ha¨e negati¨ e real parts if and only
if
2 2’ ’a d y 1 - z , where z s arccot d y 1 . 4.11 .
 .Proof. With the introduction of a new variable z, by 2l s z, Eq. 4.10
becomes
z 2 q 4a z q 4a 2 e z s y4d 2a 2 4.12 .  .
 .  2 2 .and, in this case, ¨ b s 4a b, 4a y b .
Ã Ã .  .There is a unique b g 0, p such that ¨ b is a positive multiple of
H Ã Ã Ã .  .w b s sin b, ycos b . This condition of alignment is
Ãb aÃcot b s y . 4.13 .Ã4a b
ÃIntroducing z by b s 2z one has 2 cot 2z s zra y arz and, consider-
Ãing the identity 2 cot 2 x s cot x y tan x, the uniqueness of b implies that
 .Eq. 4.13 is equivalent to
z tan z s a . 4.14 .
Ã<  . < <  . <  .Since ¨ b is the lower value of ¨ b , b G 0, such that ¨ b is a positive
H  .multiple of w b , Theorem 2.1 implies that a necessary and sufficient
 .condition for the roots of Eq. 4.10 to have negative real parts is that
2 2 Ã< <4d a - ¨ b . 4.15 . .
2 2 Ã<  . <  .If we have the equality 4d a s ¨ b instead of 4.15 we could write it
equivalently
2’a d y 1 s z , 4.16 .
 .which, according to 4.14 , is
2’d y 1 s cot z . 4.17 .
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Therefore, a necessary and sufficient condition for the roots of Eq.
 .  .4.10 to have negative real parts is that, instead of 4.16 , we have
2 2’ ’a d y 1 - z , where z s arccot d y 1 . 4.18 .
w x  .Remark 4.6. In 1 the value stated for z is z s arcsin 1rd , but if we
 .define u , 0 - u - pr2, by 1rd s sin u , Eq. 4.17 gives cot u s cot z , that
 .is, z s arcsin 1rd .
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